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Abstract-we study the second-order continuous time Galerkin approximation of the solution 
ut + $ a(t - s)Au(s) ds = 0, u(O) = u, t > 0, where A is an elliptic partial-differential operator 
and p(t) is completely monotonic and locally integrable, but not constant. Error estimates are 
derived in the norm of L:(O,co; Lz). @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the discretization in space of the initial-boundary value problem (with ut = G) 
ut(t) + J t/qt - s)Au(s)ds = 0, in 0, for t > 0, 
0 
11 = 0, on 30, for t > 0, (1.1) 
up, .) = fJo> in 0, 
where R is a bounded domain in Rd with a smooth boundary da, and A is a linear self-adjoint 
positive definite second-order elliptic partial differential operator. For the real-valued kernel p, 
we assume 
,L3 E L’(0, l), p is completely monotonic on (0, co), and 
0 1. P(m) < P (0’) I 0. 
(1.2) 
The numerical solution of problems of type (1.1) was studied in, e.g., [l-lo]. The kernel con- 
sidered in [1,4-61 was the positive type, and in, e.g., [2,3,7-g] was a weakly singular, which is a 
particular case of (1.2). In the positive type, McLean and Thomee [l] studied the finite element 
methods, and obtained the error bounds for small t, and in [lo] presented the exponential decay 
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for a fully-discrete scheme in which the time discretization used the backward Euler method 
in combination with convolution quadrature. In that paper, the kernels considered were under 
stronger assumptions and exponential decay. Yan and Fairweather [5] analyzed the spline colloca- 
tion methods with the asymptotic error behavior, but with the exponentially decreasing weight. 
In the weakly singular kernel, the asymptotic error estimates were analyzed in, e.g., [7,9]. Choi 
and MacCamy [7] gave Lz(O, co; Lz) asymptotic error analyses. The results in [9] showed the 
optimal order error bounds for nonsmooth data ue E L2(0). Our present main purpose is to 
consider the completely monotonic convolution kernel, which is intermediate between the classi- 
cal weakly singular (p(t) = tPa, 0 < Q < 1) and positive type (cf. [11,12]), and show uniform 
Lt (0, co; Lz) global error estimates, provided the initial data to be appropriately smooth. 
The problem given by (1.1) along with the completely monotonic kernel had been considered 
by Hannsgen and collaborators, e.g., [13-161, in studying the asymptotic behavior of the solu- 
tion u(t,2) as t --) 03. We observe that the completely monotonic kernel (1.2) is a special case 
that 
p(t) E C (R+) n L’(0, l), not constant, and P(t) is nonnegative, nonincreasing, 
and convex on R+, 0 < /3(0+) 5 co, and p(oo) > 0 (1.3) 
and -,0’ is convex. In [13,14], Carr and Hannsgen have obtained the following three more esti- 
mates, under the assumption (1.3) and that -/?’ is convex: 
s om ll4t)llfit L ~Il~Olll 
s Oa Ilu(t dt L Cll~oll2. 
s om Ilu’(t)II dt i Clluoll~: (14 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where C is a positive constant independent of u(t, x), and j/./l denotes the norm in L2(0) 
and ]l~]],, = lIA”/2vll in the space fiV = D(A”i2). We also note that it is a result, from the 
proof of the theorem in [13,14], 
/ 
om llu”(t)ll dt 5 ClI~oll4. (1.7) 
This will inspire us to study further the discretization in time. Now we add a remark considering 
the asymptotic behavior (t + m) of solutions of the inhomogeneous problem 
t Yt(t) + s P(t - s) -4 y(s) ds = f(t), in 0, for t > 0, 0 
Y =o, onaR, fort>O, 
Y(O, -1 = UOI in 0, 
where f(t) belongs to L2(s2), in view of the resolvent formula 
s t y(t) = E(t) uo f E(t - s) f(s) ds, 0 
(1.8) 
(W 
where E(t)uo = u(t) is the solution of the homogeneous equation (1.1) (see [13, Theorem 2.1]), 
(1.4) shows, for instance, that l/y(t)// E L1(Rt) if l/f]] E L’(R+). Our purpose in this paper is to 
consider only the discretization in space for the homogeneous equation (1.1). But based on the 
above views, our results can extend to the inhomogeneous case. 
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For our aim, we assume that we are given a family 5’1, of the piecewise linear functions on a 
triangulation of R of standard type so that 
With A(. , . ) denoting the bilinear form associated with A, and ( , ) the inner product in L’(R). 
the spatially discrete problem is then to find rite E 5’1, for t > 0 such that 
s t (UhJ 3 x) + P(t - s)A (u/z(s), x) ds = 0, for x E Sh, t > 0, 0 (1.10) 
z&(O) = UOh M uo. 
For this problem, it was shown in [I] that, with UO~ = Pflus, where 9, is the L”-projection 
onto Sh, 
Iluh(t) - u(t)11 I Ch2 { ll~oll2 + J’t /l~t(s)ll2~*}, for f > 0. (1.11) 
0 
Our purpose is to derive the uniform L1 global error estimate. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose P(t) satisfies (1.2). Then we have for the solutions of (1.1) arid (1.101, 
with Ueh = Phuo, 
s 
ox1 II%(t) - u(t)11 dt 5 ~~211~ol14. (1.12) 
Since /3(t) is a completely monotonic function on (0, co) and not constant, Bernstein’s theorem 
yields a nondecreasing function o(z) on [O,oo) with 0 = u(O) 5 o(O+) and n(z) = 0(.x:-) 
for 0 < 3: < co, such that p(t) can be represented in [ll] <as the Stieltjes integral 
for t > 0. (1.13) 
The conditions in (1.2) are equivalent, respectively, to 
s ix l_e-” ____ da(x) < Cm, X (1.14) 
aO(O+) < ~(03) = p (0’). (1.15) 
Using the fact that P(t) E L’(0, l), we get that the Laplace transform 
/g(z) = LX e-zt p(t) dt 
exists for z = a+i 7 with u > 0. It follows from the theory of Laplace and Stieltjes transforms [ll, 
Chapter 8] that p(z) can be analytically continued to the slit plane C’ = C\ (-co, 0] by the formula 
where the integral converges uniformly for z in any compact subset of C’. 
Define 
(1.16) 
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Then the Fourier transform of P(t) will be 
and (see [13, Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.11) 
(1.18) 
We shall end this introduction by fixing our notation and collecting some material concerning 
the elliptic problem 
Aw = f, in 0, w = 0, on dR. 
Let T denote the solution operator of the elliptic problem as w = Tf. This operator can be 
represented by its eigenfunction expansion 
where {Xj}? and {cpj}y are the eigenvalues (in nondecreasing order) and (L2 orthonormal) 
eigenfunctions of the associated elliptic problem 
Aw = Xw, in 0, w = 0, on an 
The eigenvalues are positive and tend to infinity with j. In terms of T, we may write problem (1.1) 
RS 
s 
t 
Tut(t) + P(t - s) u(s) ds = 0, u(0) = ug. (1.19) 
0 
Define the discrete elliptic operator Al, : sh -+ sh of A by (Ah@‘, x) = 44, x), vti, x E sh. 
Related to the definition of the discrete elliptic operator Ah is that of the solution operator 
T,, : L* --) sh of the discrete elliptic problem, namely 
W\,f, x) = (f, x), V’XEsh, f EL2 
It approximates the exact solution operator T = A-’ : L* -+ HAnIf* in the sense that (see [17, 
Chapter 21) 
]]Thf - Tfll 5 Ch2/]f]], for f E L2. (1.20) 
The operator T is self-adjoint and positive definite on L2, and ??h is self-adjoint, positive semidef- 
inite on L2 and positive definite on Sh. The semidiscrete problem (1.10) can now be written in 
the form 
Th w&t) + 
s 
t 
P(t - S) uh(s) ds = 0, uh(o) = UOh E sh, (1.21) 
0 
where ?@h is a suitable approximation to ~0. It is easy to see that this latter finite-dimensional 
problem has a unique solution. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 2. The strategy of the proof is to use 
Laplace transforms and the general theory of Bochner integration [18, pp. 58-891, which Carr 
and Hannsgen had used in studying (1.4)-(1.6). See [19] for the functional calculus of self-adjoint 
operators. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Following Carr and Hannsgen [13], we transform (1.19) to obtain G(z) = E’(z) 110, where g(z) = 
T (zT + /3(z) I)-‘. The solution of (1.1) may, therefore, be obtained by t,hc inverse Lapla.cc 
transform, with integration along a line parallel to and to the right of the imagimny axis. 
From [13,15], we know that i(z) is analytic in Rez 2 O> z # 0, and the representation 
u(t) = 1 Re T 
s 
M irt e iT + p(7)I 
it 0 
[i7 T + j(~)l] 
t > 0, T = A-‘, 
7r (2.1) 
is an immediate consequence of [ lG, Theorem 11. Since (2.1) is the key to our proof of Theorem 1.1. 
we recall briefly its derivation. Taking Laplace transforms in (1.19) and using the complex 
inversion formula, one sees that 
2nu(t) = cut eiTt 
T 
(0 + id)T + p^(g + i7)I ” d7’ 
t > 0, 
where 0 is a suitable positive number. A contour shift moves 0 to 0, where ,z(ir) becomes y(r); 
finally, we integrate by parts and change the integration variable on (-co, 0) to get, (2.1). 
Define 
D(r, T) = i r T + 3(~)1, for 7 > 0: (2.2) 
and note that 
1 1 irT 
--_=-_ 
D(r,T) ~(7) I P(T)D(c T) 
Then (cf. [13, (4.34)]) 
so that we may write 
(2.3) 
u(t) = i Im {ul(t)T + iu2(t)T2 + w(t)T3 + ~(t, T) + ~(6 T)} 1~). (2.4) 
where 
ul(t) = ; J 
P 
ei’t m, &_ 
u2ct1=$ [ [ 1 
i%T) ’ 
t > 0, 
ei’t 
2 ] ( 1 _ MY4 dT 
O P(4 --G- ) ) t > 0:
us(t) = $ J 
P 
eZit 
2r 
3 clr, 
[ 1 
t > 0, (2.5) 
’ 0 
6, 
u4(t, T) = -i T3 J 
P 
ezrt 
r* D, (7, T) 
[ I pc7) 2 j,cT, T) t > ” 0 
us(t,T) = f T J 
03 
ezTt D~(TjT) d  P MT, )12 ’ t > 0. 
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and p is a positive constant, which we can take that 0 < p < X1, and appropriately small. 
REMARK 2.1. We have used a spectral argument. We recall that for a continuous function G. 
G(T)v can be written by means of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of T in the form 
G(Tb = 5 G (JG’) (v, cpnh, 
n=l 
where 
(IG(T)v/12 = 2 IG (A,‘) 1’ (v, (P,? < 00. 
Noting that (2.3) holds with T replaced by Th, we have similarly, with ~0)~ = P,L~o, 
and 
oh = i Im {z11(t)Th + k(t)Th + u~(t)Tz + u4(t, Th) + U5(t, Th)} ~1~. 
We shall show that 
J Im lb(t) - 4 lldt I C~211wll~ 
Thus, we may combine (1.11) to see that 
J om h(t) - 4tiIl dt I Ch2 (//~o/l~ + 
Next, from [14, Theorem 2.2 and (2.11)], we find that 
Il4)ll; = IIA~tWl12 = F +t(t, U2(m, ‘pjJ2 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where u(t, A) is the solution of the scalar problem 
MC4 +x t 
dt J /3(t - s)u(s,X) ds = 0, U(O,X) = 1, 0 
so that (2.9) gives us the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. 
We have shown that Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of (2.8), which we prove next. 
In the derivation of error bounds, we shall need the following lemma, which we take to be well 
known (cf. [20]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let lTa,s be the positively oriented curve defined by I argzl = 6, /zI < a and 
) argzl < 6, JzJ = a, with a sufficiently large and S appropriately small. Assume that $(r) is a.n 
analytic function in the bounded domain formed by rn,6, and 
Ilcl(z)I CH21 for z E ra,6. 
Then we have that 
IlW$ - doll 5 Ch2. (2.11) 
Write 
where 
&/L(t) = Ul (t)(TL - T)> t > 0, 
&h(t) = G&(t) (TZ - T”) , t > 0, 
egJL(t) = us(t) (T/f - T3) 1 f > 0, 
e4,h(t) = U4(&Th) - u4(t,T), t > 0. 
8,5.h(t) = w(t,Th) - %(t?T), t > 0. 
It is easy to see, from (1.20), 
(2.12) 
llqi,(t)ll 5 Cl~i(t)lll(~h -%0/l I C~~21~~~(~)lll~~~ll. for t > 0, (2.13) 
and Lemma 2.1 with g(z) = z2 and z3, respectively, yields that 
lle2,,At)ll I C~~21~2(~)lll~O/I, for t > 0, (2.14) 
and 
Ile3,h(t)ll < C~21w3(t)III~011~ for t > 0. (2.15) 
From (13, p. 9721, it is known that q(t) E L1(l, cc) (j = 1,2, 3), and this implies that, WC have 
reduced (2.8) to the following estimate: 
J’ 
CO(lle4,rL(t)ll + Iles.h(t)ll) & 2 C~211wl14. (2.16) 
1 
We now integrate by parts on ~(t, T) and ~(t. T). This gives us 
2r &(7, T) + T~,?“(+ 
(2.17) 
and 
1L5(t? q = -’ ew 
It* 
(2.18) 
Likewise, (2.17) and (2.18) hold with T replaced by Tl,, and 51,,,(t) has the expansion 
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where 
1 
e4,1,h(t) = /-~ (u4,1(t, Th)T~-u4 ,1( t ,T )T3) ,  
(2.20) 1 
e4,2,h(t) = ~ (u4,2(t, Th)T a - u4,z(t,T) T3). 
But, Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 of [13] imply that, assuming (1.3) and -/3' is convex, 
l fi/~ f i / ,  fl(t) dt < ~(r)  < 4 ~(t) dt, r > O, (2.21) 
2v~ JO -- -- .to 
U ~'(r) _< 40 tfl(t) d t< 2000(r) < 2400 t/3(t)dt, r > 0, (2.22) 
JO JO 
f 
l/~ 
/3"(r) < 6000 t2fl(t) dt, r > 0. (2.23) 
Jo 
From (1.17) and (2.21), we find the estimate 
ID(r,z)l >_ ~/> 0, for 0 < 7 < p, z E F~,~. 
Thus, (2.21) (2.23) yield 
lu4,i(t,z)zal < Clzl 2, for z e F~,5, t > 0, i = 1,2. 
Combining Lemma 2.1 with ¢(z) = u4,i(t, z) z a, we have 
11g4,i,h(t)uorl<ct-eh211uoll, fo r t>O,  i=1 ,2 ;  
in other words, we have obtained that 
j(1 °° Ile4.1,h(t)ll _< (2.24) dt Ch211uoll 
and 
f ~ Ile4,2,h(t)[] <_ (2.25) dt Ch2lluoll. 
It remains to establish an estimate 
f ~ Iles.,,(t)lt _< (2.26) dt Ch2lluol]4 .
Returning to (2.18) and (2.12), we observe that 
5 
1 E es, j,h(t) ' (2.27) eS,h(t) - -  i t  2 
j= l  
with 
where 
es, j,h(t) = us, j(t ,  Th) -- us, j ( t ,T ) ,  for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, (2.28) 
TD, (R ,T )  us , l ( t ,T)  = e ipt 
z)2(p, T) ' 
77 u~,2(t,:r) : e, . ~" ( r )T  D2(  T, T-----'~ dr, 
fo ~ i2T3 us,3(t, T) = -2  e ~rt - -  dT, 
D3(r, T) 
us,4(t ,T) = -4  e i't i~ ' ( r )T2  
D3(r, T ) dr, 
us ,5 ( t , r )=-2 fp  e ~t ~'(r)  2 
D3(T ,T  ) dr. 
(2.29) 
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In the same way as in our above arguments, IIEs.~.,l(t)uoII can be bounded by C~L~//U~//. In 
order to get (2.26), we have to bound the else various terms on (2.28). To begin with, it. is easy 
to see that 
(2.30) 
+ J P O” @p’(T) s (T - Tt,) & = 5 &,.2.,,.,i (t) 1 j=l 
For our estimates on (p, co), following [13], we introduce w = w(X) on [Xl, CO) such that O(w) = 
l/X. From [13, (4.24)] and 114, (2.10),(2.11)], it is known that 
cx”2 < w(X) 5 CA: - x 2 A,. (2.31) 
With D(7; A-‘) = iT/X+j?(7-), from [13? Lemma 4.1, (6.8); 14, Lemma 5.21 , we have the following 
inequalities, assuming (1.3): 
r> /‘. 
-2 
First we use (2.22), (2.23), (2.32)).(2.34), and (1.18) to obtain 
and 
JP ’ 
Next we use (2.33), (2.34), and (1.18) to obtain 
IC (.i P 
J *+p A-"dr Ocl do + - w_p @l(T) + d+P 17 -LJ/4 J
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
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Therefore, by (1.20) and (2.35), we have that 
~~~5,2,l,h(~)~O~~ 5 Ch211Ml. (2.38) 
Let vh(r) = Ph(T - Th) (l/D(r, T)) us, and the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Th be {/L~,/~} 
and {pj,h}. Since sh is finite-dimensional, only finitely many &h are positive, and since Th 
is positive definite on sh, sh is the linear span Of the corresponding eigenfunctions {(PJ,h}$.r. 
Hence, we have that 
and it easily follows, by the Holder inequality, (1.20), (2.36), and (2.37), that 
Similarly, with wh(T) = &(T - Th) (1/02(r, T)) uo, 
< - 
< _ 
< _ 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
Now (2.30),(2.38)-(2.40) imply that 
(2.41) 
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Along with the line (2.28) (2.30), we again write, for gs,3,j~(t)uo, that 
es,a,h(t)U0 = [US.a(t, Th) -- us,a(t, T)]u0 
-', IDa , ,T , ,  ) Da(T,T ). dTuo 
=-2 i2  j eiT'[ Ti~ T 4 LDa~:/), ) P,,A -~ D3-~,T) drA-,,.o 
o00 
= -2iu j e"" T~ (p~ _ ±) i_ t  d~_ A,,o 
D3(T, Th) 
,OG 
- 2i~ j e"' Ti~ (T- ' l )~)dr iuo 
Da(r, Th) 
O0 ~ 4 ] 
LD3(7, T,,) Da(T,T ) dr A'uo 
= ~L%,~(t),,o + ~,,~ h(t)~,o + ~.3,,, ( t>o 
and 
~3 LOG T3 
5,3,t,. (t) uo = _2i 2 , (/i.t (Th - T) D3 (r., T------- 7 dr Auo ~3 
OG _ _  T 2 
_ 2i 2 ei,t Th (Th - T) - -  dr Auo 
D(r, Th) D2(T,T) 
_ 2i z e~.~t Th (T -- Th) T4iT 
D(r, Th) Da(r, r~ dT A2,,o 
_ 2i 2 e~¢t 2)~ (Th - T) T2 
n(~, Th) n2(~, T~ & Ae~° 
5 _ 2i 2 e iTt Tta~ iT T 2 • D2(r, Th) (T - Th) D2(T,T ~ drA2'uo 
LOG 
_2 i  ~ e~., Tj~ (Th-T )  T v~ (~, f,,~ ~ d~ A ~,,o 
_2i'  2 eVrt T~,ir (T -Th)  T D:% T,~ ~ dT x '~.o 
7 
~3 = ~ 5,3,a.h(t) u0, 
j=l 
where we have used the following expansions: 
r4 _(  
D3(.,T~) Da(~,T) \ D(~,Ttd 
T2 ) T2 
D(T, T) D2(T, T) 
7;~ ( ~,~ 
- -  + D(T, Tt~) \D20-,T,,) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
and 
T'~ T "~ ) T ~ 
D(T, Th) D(T, T) D2(T, T) 
T 3 
- -  - (Th - T) D3(~-T)  
Th T 2 
+ D(T, T t~- -7  (Th - T) D2(r ' T) 
T h T3iT 
+ D(T, Th-----~ (T - T,~) Da(T,I/,), 
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T; Th T2 
Ll(7, T/J D2(~,Th) - m = & (Th - T, & 
T,3ir 
+ 02(T,Th) 
CT - Td & 
Th3 1 
+ D2(~,FL) (Th - T, D(T, T) 
+ ~3(~,zL) 
Th4ir (T-T,)&. 
Again by virtue of (2.33), (2.34), and (1.18), we have the following estimates: 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
and 
J O” X-4dr SUP h,<X<ca p ID4 (7; X-l)/ < c, 
J O” r2X+dr sup x,<x<oo p 104 (T; X-l)\ F c. 
We use (1.20) and (2.44) to obtain 
ll~:,3,h(~)~ol( 5 Cwbll> 
~~‘$&h~~ 5 Cf~2/IAuoll, 
//e:,3,Lh(t)uol( 5 Ch211Auoll. 
Using (2.37), (2.46), (1.20), and by the same techniques as in (2.39), we have 
(jE~,3,2,h(t)uOl12 = c 1 Jm ei't .(,"';t hj (Wh(~)lvj,dd7~2 
1 p 3 3. 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
@f.h dT O” 
ID2(T, PJ,h)l J 
Ib~d+~j,dl~ dT 
P 
IC 
J 
O” IIw,&l12d~ < Ch4 
P J II P cu & Auo/i2 d7 
(2.51) 
= Ch4 
2 
I Ch4(IAuoll , 
where wh(T) = Ph(T - Th) (T2/02(~, T)) Au.0. 
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Similar arguments apply for Ei,,.j,h(t)~~~, j = 3,4,5,6,7, and using (2.37),(2.45)-(2.47).(1.20) 
we have that 
5 ll#,,,j./Jt)~oll 5 Ch2 llA2uol[ (2.52) 
j=3 
These estimates, together with (2.48)-(2.52), show that 
ll~5,3./z(~)~oll 5 Ch2 /l.42~ojj (2.53) 
We now turn to &,,d,h(t) and c&h(t). In the same way as in our analysis for ,~,,(t). we 
observe that 
&Lh(q uo = [U5.4(6 T/L) - 7&.4(t* T)luo 
E -4i J P meiTtil,(T) L &/)(I',, - I)A-ldrAuo 
- 4i J ase'TL~(7) T;f P D3(T,Tf,) (T -TL drA~LO 
-4i O” J P elTt(T,l - T) & dr Au0 7, 
_ 4i SW pt P &(Th-T)&&Ailo (2.54) 
- 4i J 
M 
eiTt 
P 
D2(T&) (Th - T) & ch Auo 
_ 4iJ 
cx 
e?‘t 
P 
& (T - T,,) 2;;;;) cl7 A2uo 
J 
00 .-I _ 4i eiTt 
P 
';;"k;F; (T -Tj,)& dr A2uo 
1 I M .--I _ 4iJ e’Tt ;f(;T; (T - T,,) & dr A2uo 
= 5 &:.,,,,,7~,, 
L 
j=l 
and 
J [ I 
F(T) 2  
-2 O3 ezrt(Th - T) D3(r, T) dr Au0 
P 
(2.55) 
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_ 2 SW Cart & CT - Th) 
i-r [@(T)]* T2 
P D3 (7, T) 
d-r A2uo 
J 
co 
_ 2 eiTt 
ir p(7)] *T/L T2 
P D2(r, FL) 
(T - T,d D2(r, T) dTAuo 
(2.55 cont.) 
J 
cm 
_ 2 p 
ir L:“(T)] 2 Tl T 
D3(~, Th) 
= 2 F:,5.i,h(4uo. 
(T-T/x) D(T,T)d~A2uo 
where we have used the following expansions, respectively: 
Th3 T3 Th T T2 --= ___-~ 
D3(7, Th) D3(q T) ( D(7, T/z) > 
~ 
D(T, T) D*(T, T) 
T/L 
( 
Th T* 
+ D(T>ZJ D2(r,Th) - m ’ > 
r, 
lh T 1 
D(r,-_0(7,T)zL-T)~(7.~) + &!T-W& 
an d 
G T2 
( 
Th T T --= ~_~ ~ 
D3(7, T,,) D3(r, T) D(r, Th) > D(T, T) D*(r, T) 
Th T 
+ D(T,Th) ( 
Th 
D2(r,Th) - m ’ > 
T/L T 
D2(r,TtA - 02(7, 
+ & (Th - T, & + D:;,TT,) (T - Th)j& 1 1 
Kow we may obtain a sequence of estimates, by using (2.22) and (2.32)-(2.34): 
J 
m 
I I 
P/(T) * dr 
sup 
ID2(qX-1)l “I 
(2.56) 
x1<x<co p 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
sup J 
cm T* a'(~) 2X-“d7 
I I 
ID6 (qX-l)l ’ ” 
(2.62) 
XI<X<Cx p 
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s cc SUP x,<x<cc p ID6 (T; X-l)/ L c. 
For example, for (2.57), we have, in view of (2.22), (2.32)-(2.34), and (1.18), 
<c (i P 
For these bounds (2.56) and (2.58))(2.63), arguments are similar. 
Now we use (1.20) and (2.57) to obtain 
ll~5.4,~.~~(~)‘1~0// 1. C~~211A~o/l, j = 1,2,3. 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
(2.65) 
Also, by (2.37). (2.59), (1.20), and the techniques in (2.39), it follows that 
ll~5.4.4,h(~)~OII I C~~*IIJw. (2.66) 
For the fifth term of (2.54), using (2.46), (2.56), (1.20), and the techniques in (2.39), we have 
Il~5,4,5,~(~Ml I C~~211AwIl. (2.67) 
For the sixth term of (2.54), from (2.37), (2.62), (1.20), and the techniques in (2.39), we get that 
ll~5,4,6.h(t)~Oll 2 Ch2 flA2~oll . (2.68) 
Next we use (2.60), (2.46), (1.20), and the techniques in (2.39) to obtain 
ll~5.4,7,~(~)~011 I Ch* jlA2uo\\ (2.69) 
For the last term, by (2.62), (2.37), (1.20), and the techniques in (2.39), we have 
ll~5,.1,s,~(~)~oll I Ch” l(A2uoll (2.70) 
Combining (2.54),(2.65)-(2.70), we have obtained that 
ll&,s,d~)~oll 5 Ch* ((A27~o// . (2.71) 
Likewise, we have 
ll~5:5.h(t)7~0II I Ch2 llA27~n((, (2.72) 
and its proof will be left to the reader. We shall not pursue this line of proof in further detail. 
Combining the above two estimates and (2.27)-(2.30), (2.38)-(2.43), (2.48)-(2.55). we have 
now established that 
Il~s,h(t)uoll < Ctr2h2 ((A*uoI( > for t > 0. (2.73) 
Together (2.12) and (2.73) complete the proof of (2.26), and hence of Theorem 1.1. 
REMARK 2.2. From the proof of (2.16), we have obtained that 
lhdt)ll + IlwL(~)ll I Ch2~-211~ol14, for t > 0. (2.74) 
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Next, we have known that (see [13, p. 9721) 
(1Ll(t)l + luz(t)l + lus(t)l L ct-‘7 for t > 0. (2.75) 
Thus, combining (2.12)-(2.15) and (2.74),(2.75), we have established that 
11%(t) - U(t)11 I C~2t-‘Il~oll + C~~2t-211~0114, for t > 0. (2.76) 
REMARK 2.3. Our analysis carried out in this section is applicable, with very minor changes, to 
more general kernel p(t), for example [la; 13, Theorem 2.2; 14, Theorem 2.31, 
p(t) = a(t)+b(t), where a and b satisfy (1.3) except that either a(O+) = 0 
or b(O+) = 0 is permitted. Moreover, 
(i) 
(ii) 
the frequence conditions 
6) 
J” t-la(t) dt < co and 1 
- b’(t) is convex on R+; 
P(T) > 0, 7 > 0, 
(2.77) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
-r[e(?)]*+” 
SUD _, ~ <m. v > 1. 
pI7& (F‘(T) - 
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